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Abstract. We describe CITlab’s recognition system for the Handwritten
Scanned Document Retrieval Task 2016 attached to the CLEF 2016 hold
in the city of Évora in Portugal, 5-8 September 2016 (see [9]). The task
is to locate positions that match a given query – consisting of possibly
more than one keyword – in a number of historical handwritten docu-
ments. The core algorithms of our system are based on multi-dimensional
recurrent neural networks (MDRNN) trained by connectionist temporal
classification (CTC). The software modules behind that as well as the
basic utility technologies are essentially powered by PLANET’s ARGUS
framework for intelligent text recognition and image processing.
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1 Introduction

The Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (CLEF) 2016 ([9]) hosts
a variety of competitions. Among others, the Handwritten Scanned Document
Retrieval Task 2016 competition on the tranScriptorium Dataset (HTRtS) at-
tracted our attention because we expected CITlab’s handwriting recognition
software to be able to successfully deal with the respective task.

Our neural networks have basically been used previously in the international
handwriting competitions OpenHaRT 2013 attached to the ICDAR 2013 con-
ference (see [4]), the HTRtS14 and ANWERSH14 attached to the ICFHR 2014
conference (see [8,3]) as well as in KWS15 and HTRtS15 attached to the ICDAR
2015 conference (see [6]).

Affiliated with the Institute of Mathematics at the University of Rostock,
CITlab1 hosts joint projects of the Mathematical Optimization Group and PLANET
intelligent systems GmbH2, a small/medium enterprise focusing on computa-
tional intelligence technology and applications. The work presented here is part
1 http://www.citlab.uni-rostock.de
2 http://www.planet.de
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of our ongoing text recognition projects and is extensively based upon PLANET’s
ARGUS software modules and the respective framework for development, testing
and training.

Task The Handwritten Scanned Document Retrieval Task 2016 aims at an
advanced keyword spotting. Besides ordinary keyword search, the competition
comprises the detection of multiple word queries consisting of possibly hyphen-
ated keywords within sections. The writings used for this task are unpublished
manuscripts of Jeremy Bentham – an English philosopher and reformer of the
18th century.

The goal is to detect queries in a “segment” which is defined as six consecutive
lines. A segment contains a query if all keywords appear in the correct order.
Two consecutive segments overlap in 5 lines. This means, a match of a query
possibly appears in up to 6 segments depending on the difference between the
indices of the last and first index of matching lines. A detailed description of
this task and their results can be found in [10].

2 System Description

2.1 Basic Scheme

For the general approach, we may briefly refer to previous CITlab system de-
scriptions [4,3,8,6] because the overall scheme has essentially not been changed.

2.2 From Baseline to Polygon

This section briefly describes an algorithm to calculate polygons surrounding
the text lines given its baselines. Given that for the test set (see Table 1) only
baselines are provided, such an algorithm is mandatory since the recognition
system requires a cropped text line as input.

The baseline to polygon algorithm basically follows [1]. The idea is that given
a medial seam (which is roughly spoken a polyline following the main body of
the text line) separating seams are calculated by optimizing an appropriate cost
function using dynamic programming (see [1]). Here, the cost function penalizes a
separating seam for crossing regions with high Sobel values and for its distance
to the medial seam. The Sobel values are calculated by convolving the input
image with the Sobel operator.
Using the given baseline directly as medial seam leads to insufficient results, e.g.
in Fig. 1a the provided baseline even does not touch the text – as a consequence
the calculated separating seams even do not contain the text at all. Hence, an
optimal shift is calculated for each baseline such that the sum of Sobel values
on the shifted baseline is maximal. Fig. 1b depicts the effect of this approach.

There are surrounding polygons given for the training and development set
(Table 1). Since they look quite different to the polygons calculated using the
described algorithm, we did not train on the given surrounding polygons. These



(a) Medial seam (baseline) with resulting separating seams

(b) Medial seam (translated baseline) with resulting separating seams

Fig. 1: Comparison of the baseline to polygon approach for different medial seams

polygons were only used to calculate baselines, which were used as input for the
baseline to polygon algorithm. This approach ensures homogeneity of training,
development and test data.

2.3 Preprocessing

Given the line polygon, we apply certain standard preprocessing routines, i.e.

– image normalization: contrast enhancement (no binarization), size;
– writing normalization: line bends, line skew, script slant.

Then, images are further unified by CITlab’s proprietary writing normalization:
The writing’s main body is placed in the center part of an image of fixed 96px
height. While the length-height ratio of the main body stays untouched, the
ascenders and descenders are squashed to focus the network’s attention on the
more informative main body. These images are the input for the feature gener-
ation.

2.4 Feature Generation

The feature generation works like a convolutional filter with complex coefficients.
The input image is converted in a set of feature maps that contain local frequency
information. Let XXX ∈ [0, 1]u×v be an image of width u and height v. Let ω ∈ R+

be a frequency, θ ∈ [0, 2π) be an angle and r0 ∈ R+ be a window radius. The
complex convolutional kernel is defined by
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around a centre (0, 0). The frequency feature b(x, y) at point (x, y) is then cal-
culated by
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The advantage of this frequency features is the robustness against shifts and
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and r0 ≈ 4. These 8 feature images (2 frequencies and 4 angles)

are the input for the MDRNN.

2.5 Recurrent Neural Network

The resulting features were fed into so called Sequential Processing Recurrent
Neural Network (SPRNN). The SPRNN has 3 hidden layers with 355210 train-
able weights. The first and third layer are multidimensional and multidirectional
recurrent layers. To reduce the computational complexity and increase the ability
to generalize, these recurrent layers are connected through a feedforward layer.
Instead of using LSTMs in the MDRNN the LeakyLP cells are used [5].

The SPRNN’s output then consists of a certain number of vectors. This
number is related to the line length because every vector contains information
about a particular image position. More precisely, the entries are understood
as the estimate of the probabilities of every alphabet character at the position
under consideration. Hence, the vector lengths all equal the alphabet size, and
putting all vectors together leads to the so-called confidence matrix “ConfMat”.
This is the intrinsic recognition result which will subsequently be used for the
decoding.

Note further that, for Handwritten Scanned Document Retrieval Task 2016 ,
we worked with an alphabet containing

– all digits, lowercase and uppercase letters of the ISO basic Latin alphabet
– special characters /&£§+-\_.,:;!?’"=[]() and ␣, whereby different types of

quotation marks and hyphens were mapped to one of the respective symbols.

Finally, the above alphabet is augmented by an artificial, not-a-character symbol,
CITlab’s NaC3. In particular, it may be used to detect character boundaries be-
cause, generally speaking, our SPRNNs emit high NaC confidences in uncertain
situations.

2.6 Training Data

The composition of the data set provided by the competition organizers is sum-
marized in Table 1.
3 In the literature it is also called blank, no-symbol, no-label.
4 There exist polygons but they are not accurate enough for using.



Table 1: Composition of the data sets provided by the organizers

#pages #lines #characters polygons baselines

training set 363 9645 65488 yes no
development set 433 10589 80758 yes no
test set 200 6355 — no4 yes

2.7 Network Training

The network is trained using an extension of Nesterov’s Accelerated Gradient
Descent with learning rate 5e− 4 and momentum 0.9. For each training epoch,
we choose a random subset of 10,000 lines from the training set. The first 19
epochs were trained using the original images with a fixed learning rate. For 3
epochs we added noise to the preprocess parameters and network activations.
For 19 additional epochs we set the learning rate to 5e−5 and added degradation
(pixel noise, blur, cross outs,...) to the images.

2.8 Decoding Schemes

Word Matchings The neural networks output, the ConfMat, consists of con-
fidences yt,l for any label l and position t where the labels are the characters
and the NaC. The confidences are positive and sum to 1 for fixed position t.
Thus, they can be interpreted as conditional probability for label l at position
t given input image XXX. The number of positions is typically greater than the
length of the decoded words such that different label sequences decode the same
word. Following the original notation of [2], let F be the function mapping a
sequence of labels to a sequence of characters by merging consecutive identical
labels and deleting NaCs. Instead of calculating the probability5 of a string sss,
we calculate the maximum probability P(πππ∗(sss)|XXX)6 of any path collapsing to sss
(this corresponds to the Viterbi approximation for HMMs):

P(πππ∗(sss)|XXX) = max
πππ∈F−1(sss)

T∏
t=1

yt,πt
.

In the following, zzz denotes a single keyword. Since the ConfMat could contain
more than one word, the path probability of zzz must be calculated on a specific
submatrix:

Ps:e(πππ∗(zzz)|XXX) = max
πππ∈F−1(zzz)

e∏
t=s

yt,πt
,

5 To get the (CTC) probability one replaces the maximum operator by the sum:
P(sss|XXX) =

∑
πππ∈F−1(zzz)

∏T

t=1 yt,πt .
6 In the following, we call P(πππ∗(sss)|XXX) the path probability of sss.



where s and e are the start and end position of the submatrix within the
ConfMat. Since yt,l < 1 for any t, l, the path probability typically decreases
if e − s increases. Thus, we accept a keyword zzz ranging from position s to e
of a certain ConfMat if path probability relative to the number of positions
Ps:e(πππ∗(zzz)|XXX)/(e− s+ 1) is higher than a certain threshold.

To ensure that the match is not only part of a larger word, the word has
to be separated by spaces, parentheses, hyphens etc. if it does not appear at
the beginning or the end of a line. This pattern can be described by a regular
expression: (.*[␣(-])? keyword ([␣)-].*)? . This search is accomplished using
the decoder described in [7]. The result is a path πππ of length T aligned to the
ConfMat positions. The indices s and e are determined by the subpath πππs:e
corresponding to the keyword (i.e. F(πππs:e) = zzz). Because of F , s and e are still
not well defined since e.g. NaCs will be deleted. To avoid ambiguity, we use the
most greedy subpath. Again, if the probability of the separators does not exceed
a certain threshold, the match is assumed to be part of a larger word and it is
rejected.

Multiple word queries are treated by searching the keywords individually.

Incorporating Hyphens The strategy above obviously does not work for hy-
phens since the keyword is spread over two ConfMats. To treat also hyphens,
we search for pairs of consecutive ConfMats where the first ConfMat likely ends
on a hyphen symbol and extract the submatrices containing the last word of
the first matrix and the first word of second matrix. Both submatrices will be
combined and the new ConfMat is added to the list of all ConfMats such that
we can use the above strategy to search for hyphenated words in those combined
matrices.

To search for ConfMats containing hyphenations, we simply search for hy-
phens at the end again using the RegEx-Decoder from [7]. The used regular
expression is (.*␣)?[A-Za-z]+␣?-␣? which extracts the first part of the hy-
phenation and the hyphen at once.

Score Many of the word matches are false positives and will influence the result
in a negative way. The four evaluation measures penalize false matches with a
high score more than false positives with a relatively low score. Therefore, a
“good” score is crucial for a good evaluation.

The path probability Ps:e(πππ∗(zzz)|XXX) is an obvious score. This probability
reflects the maximum confidence that the input contains the word zzz.

To our experience, the ability to learn dependencies between characters de-
pends highly on the training data. If many variations appear in the trained
character sequences, the network’s output will depend only weakly on character
transitions. Thus, the network will not be able to predict word priors. It rather
predicts the character sequence as accurate as possible. To incorporate also word
priors, we borrow some basic ideas from domain adaptation. The source domain
S is the domain learned by the neural network which includes those weak depen-
dencies on character sequences. The target domain T reflects the correct word



statistics. For sake of simplicity, assume for the moment that all input images
XXX reflect single word snippets. The only assumption of the below derivation is
that PS(XXX|zzz) = PT (XXX|zzz) which basically means that the fonts are the same.
The beauty of this approach is that the word distribution of training and test
data may differ. By Bayes law, we know

PT (zzz|XXX) = PS(zzz|XXX) pS(XXX)
PS(zzz)

PT (zzz)
pT (XXX)

= 1
N

PT (zzz)
PS(zzz) PS(zzz|XXX) (1)

where

N =
∑
zzz′

PT (zzz′)
PS(zzz′) PS(z′z′z′|XXX).

In principle, PT (zzz) could be any language model. In this task, we simply use
a word unigram. The source prior PS(zzz) is a character transition probability
learned by the neural network. We estimate PS(zzz) in three different ways:

– PS(zzz) = PT (zzz) thus target posterior is equal to the source posterior times
the normalization. We refer to this prior scheme as abs.

– PS(zzz) ∝ 1, thus only the prior is used.7 We refer to this prior scheme as
prior.

– PS(zzz) ∝
(∏|zzz|

i=1 P(zi)
)c

where zi is the character prior and 0 < c ≤ 1.8 We
refer to this prior scheme as da.

In last both schemes, prior and da, the prior probabilities are estimated up
to a constant factor 1/N ′ which is basically the reciprocal of the sum of the
estimates of PS(zzz) over the finite set of all words zzz. We integrate N ′ into N for
both schemes.

If the written characters of one word do not influence those of another, it
is reasonable to reestimate the word probability Ps:e(zzz|XXX) within the positions
from s to e of the ConfMat according to eq. (1). Then, the normalization for
prior and da consists of the finite set of all word and part of word sequences
fitting in this submatrix. In the same way, we reestimate the path probability
Ps:e(πππ∗(zzz)|XXX).

To sort a set of words according to their probability on a specific submatrix of
a given ConfMat, there is no need to calculate the normalization 1/N . The nor-
malization is only crucial for comparing probabilities of different submatrices. To
analyze the impact of the normalization, we submitted results with (normed) and
without (unnormed) normalization. Typically, the vocabulary only represents a
7 It would be statistically more reasonable to model the character/label probability
by some constant such that PS(zzz) = c|zzz| or PS(zzz) = cT

8 In the submitted system, this character priors are estimated on the training set and
c = 0.5.



small part of all words of the considered language. Thus, it is impossible to sum
all these feasible words. Words not contained in the vocabulary are called out-
of-vocabulary words (OOV words). Usually, the normalization constant N has to
be approximated.9

Typically, our posterior probabilities are calculated using the path probabil-
ity. To investigate the impact of using the path probability as an approximation
of CTC we submitted comparable systems for both source posterior probabil-
ities. Using the CTC scheme, we only use the path probability to calculate s
and e. All the above equations we substitute the path probability P(πππ∗(zzz)|XXX)
by the CTC probability P(zzz|XXX). We refer to these posterior scheme as path or
ctc, respectively.

Combining Keywords for Multiple Word Queries For single word queries,
we are already done. The matches can be saved for six consecutive segments. For
multiple word queries, all keywords have to be detected in a certain segment and
the order how they appear has to be the same as in the query.

There is one score for each query. So the scores of the matches of multiple
word queries has to be merged to one score. We tested the minimum, the arith-
metic and geometric mean of the scores of each match. In our tests, arithmetic
and geometric yield almost the same error rate while the minimum of all scores
yielded significantly higher error rates. We worked with the geometric mean.

3 Results

This section reports the results of the Handwritten Scanned Document Retrieval
Task 2016 . The experiments are designed to combine the described decoding
components of Sect. 2.8:

– posterior probability (path and ctc)
– prior probability (abs, prior and da)
– normalization (normed and unnormed)

We were restricted to submit only 10 systems. Since we usually use the probabil-
ity of the most likely path instead of CTC probabilities, we skipped two decoding
schemes which use the CTC posterior and are not normalized at the same time.

We are especially interested in the scores at segment level. The scores at box
level highly depend on the precise detection of a bounding box of a keyword.
Since this is out of our scope we concentrate our investigations on the segment
score. To get an impression of the differences, we refer to Table 4 in Appendix A
showing the same results as Table 2 only on box level. Appendix A also contains
the results of subsets of the keyword queries such as hyphenated or OOV words
for both the development and the test set.
9 In our experiments, we sum up the 10 most likely vocabulary matches plus an ad-
ditional OOV term if the best string (also raw output) is not contained in those
matches.



Additionally, we submitted search results obtained by a neural network trained
with additional external data. Unfortunately, we accidentally also used data from
the HTRtS15 training set with overlaps with the development data set. The re-
sulting network yields improved results on the development set. Other additional
training data seems to fit poorly to the test data and thus confused the network.
Thus, the recognition rates on the test set decrease.

Table 2: Results on the development set on segment level for the MDRNN trained
only on the training set

source prior abs prior da
source posterior path ctc path ctc path ctc

gAP normed 94.81 94.89 95.36 95.42 94.99 95.04
unnormed 94.77 91.73 91.87 92.58

mAP normed 89.71 89.90 89.58 89.76 89.63 89.82
unnormed 89.42 88.59 88.89 89.13

gNDCG normed 96.72 96.78 96.78 96.83 96.73 96.77
unnormed 96.69 96.34 96.41 96.46

mNDCG normed 90.77 90.97 90.66 90.85 90.70 90.89
unnormed 90.61 89.96 90.25 90.36

Table 3: Results on the test set on segment level for the MDRNN trained only
on the training set

source prior abs prior da
source posterior path ctc path ctc path ctc

gAP normed 33.89 33.98 43.20 43.72 46.74 47.13
unnormed 42.21 36.17 36.30 39.65

mAP normed 38.62 39.46 39.10 40.03 39.19 39.89
unnormed 38.18 36.50 37.13 37.91

gNDCG normed 59.39 60.03 61.40 62.14 61.98 62.70
unnormed 61.14 59.70 60.37 60.62

mNDCG normed 40.57 41.40 40.96 41.86 41.05 41.73
unnormed 40.22 38.85 39.51 40.04



Normalization The Tables 2 and 3 show the impact of the normalization on
the four different measures. Normalizing the probabilities typically improves the
recognition score except for one configuration: If the source prior is equal to the
target prior (i.e. abs). Then the normalization can be counterproductive if the
data is different from the trained data. The network is trained to optimize the
unnormalized CTC probability. So it is not surprising that the system works well
if we use only the source posterior probability as score. If the network output
gets blurry (because of e.g. untrained writing styles), alternative results become
more likely compared to the proposed result. The normalization value will grow
for keywords which have a small edit distance to many other vocabulary words.
Thus, if the network is not able to make clear decisions, the normalization value
will much more depend on the keyword position in the vocabulary. Even for
the development set – where the data seems to fit the training data well – the
gain from the normalization is not significant. Thus, the normalization can be
omitted using the abs decoding scheme.

If source and target prior differ, the posterior scale changes depending on the
word. Thus for different keywords, the scores are not comparable anymore. The
normalization maps the scores into the same range. Therefore, normalization
increases the recognition rate by around 7 gAP points for prior and da schemes
at test set (Table 3).

All other tables show the same behavior. Therefore, we omit the row with
the unnormalized decoding schemes in Table 4 - 8.

Path vs. CTC Probability The network is trained to optimize the CTC
posterior likelihood. Thus, it is not surprising that the CTC probability is typ-
ically slightly better (less than 0.6 gAP points on the test set 3) than the path
probability except for few experimental setups: The box level gAP on the devel-
opment set (Table 4) and the gAP on the development set restricted to broken
words (Table 5). A query match may contain additional false keyword matches
although the query match on segment level is correct. These additional false
matches are penalized by the gAP on box level. Since the CTC probability is
typically higher than the path probability and the rejection thresholds stays con-
stant, there are more additional false keyword matches within a query match.
So the error increases for the CTC probability.

Finally, the gap between path and CTC posterior probability is small for all
experiments. The path probability also preserves the relation between the source
prior and normalization decoding schemes. Thus, the path probability is a good
approximation.

Priors The evaluation is even less clear than the one above. The results do not
only depend on different experimental setups (i.e. different tables) but also they
highly depend on the measure. Considering the development set (Table 2), the
prior scheme works slightly better (less than 0.6 gAP points) than abs and da.
The mAP measure puts more weight on the infrequent words. Thus, the abs



decoding scheme works better than the prior decoding scheme which naturally
favors frequent words.

Compared to the development set, the results on the test set gain more
from including prior knowledge since the posterior probabilities are less reliable.
Especially, if the gAP value is measured, the da scheme yields better results
(greater than 3 gAP points) than the others. Measuring the mAP, the prior
decoding scheme is slightly better (less than 0.2 mAP points compared to da).

In Table 8, the da scheme yields the lowest error rates independent of the
measure. This may indicate that the OOV prior could be improved. The current
estimation of an OOV prior is constant for all OOV words. For future research,
we plan to investigate a more sophisticated OOV prior such as a character n-
gram of small order.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we present the fundamental concepts of our systems submitted to
the Handwritten Scanned Document Retrieval Task 2016 attached to the CLEF
in 2016. We submitted 10 systems comparing different rescoring strategies.

Unfortunately, there is no winning rescoring strategy. Normalization almost
always improves the score and typically the score is slightly better when using the
CTC posterior probability compared to the probability of the most likely path.
Nevertheless, the probability of the most likely path is a good approximation to
the CTC probability. Using domain adaptation to switch from the learned source
domain to the target domain, we scale the posterior probability by the target
prior - source prior ratio. Fixing the target prior (as unigram probability), we
vary the source prior. For all three tested source priors there are setups where
the way of calculating this specific prior is preferable. This might indicate that
the estimated prior does not fit the prior learned by the neural network.
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A Additional Tables

Table 4: Results on the development set on box level for the MDRNN trained
only on the training set

source prior abs prior da
source posterior path ctc path ctc path ctc

gAP normed 72.73 72.31 73.40 72.92 70.87 70.54
mAP normed 72.88 72.94 72.92 72.87 72.42 72.25
gNDCG normed 75.42 75.20 75.63 75.38 74.73 74.43
mNDCG normed 75.93 76.00 75.99 76.02 75.72 75.65

Table 5: Results on the development set only for broken words on segment level
for the MDRNN trained only on the training set

source prior abs prior da
source posterior path ctc path ctc path ctc

gAP normed 60.86 60.47 60.60 60.09 59.35 59.35
mAP normed 48.96 49.61 48.28 48.64 47.85 48.44
gNDCG normed 75.10 75.03 76.55 76.43 75.98 75.98
mNDCG normed 50.07 50.75 49.36 49.76 49.02 49.52



Table 6: Results on the development set only for OOV words on segment level
for the MDRNN trained only on the training set

source prior abs prior da
source posterior path ctc path ctc path ctc

gAP normed 88.57 88.98 89.31 89.66 89.01 89.28
mAP normed 88.43 88.71 87.83 88.36 88.31 88.86
gNDCG normed 92.08 92.42 92.19 92.52 92.16 92.47
mNDCG normed 89.18 89.48 88.65 89.20 88.98 89.53

Table 7: Results on the test set only for broken words on segment level for the
MDRNN trained only on the training set

source prior abs prior da
source posterior path ctc path ctc path ctc

gAP normed 16.69 16.98 19.64 20.21 23.56 24.33
mAP normed 22.65 23.63 22.9 23.83 22.81 23.73
gNDCG normed 33.46 34.29 34.56 35.52 35.81 36.84
mNDCG normed 23.35 24.4 23.53 24.51 23.47 24.45

Table 8: Results on the test set only for OOV words on segment level for the
MDRNN trained only on the training set

source prior abs prior da
source posterior path ctc path ctc path ctc

gAP normed 28.55 28.78 37.97 38.61 41.92 42.59
mAP normed 38.21 38.89 38.7 39.31 38.9 39.53
gNDCG normed 52.69 53.07 55.27 55.79 56.2 56.67
mNDCG normed 39.89 40.52 40.38 40.95 40.54 41.12
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